SAS Programmer

TRIO (Translational Research in Oncology) is a not-for-profit clinical research organization that is dedicated to advancing translational cancer research by pursuing forward innovative and targeted therapeutic concepts in the clinical trial setting. We are committed to providing treatments of the future to the world of today.

TRIO's head office is in Edmonton, Alberta although the organization has operations all throughout Canada, the USA, France and Uruguay. The main objective of this position is responsible to understand clinical operations needs and translate user's business problems into analytical terms, and participate in the design and implementation phases for the solutions.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Work with the business on the development of specifications.
- Perform peer code reviews.
- Program data summaries including data listings and ad hoc reports
- Produce outputs/datasets based on requirements specifications and/or STDM/ADaM specifications.
- Write test scripts for own development efforts; execute test scripts for peer development efforts.
- Perform additional SAS programming activities, including database mapping and macro design.
- Execute existing programs and distribute to the business as required.
- Provide support for statistical analysis:
  - Review Statistical Analysis Plan and/or other supportive documents
  - Perform validation of analysis datasets and outputs
- Complete documentations for programs/statistical analysis as required.

QUALIFICATIONS:

- Bachelors Degree in Statistics or Mathematical Sciences
- At least 1-year experience programming in SAS
- Demonstrate attention to detail, accuracy and thoroughness
- Good written and verbal communication skills, including the ability to present numeric data effectively.
- Additional Training in Computer Science is an asset
- Combinations of education and experience will be considered

WHAT WE CAN OFFER YOU:

- Competitive salary
- 3 weeks of vacation
- Flexible working hours
- Life, health, & dental premiums paid by TRIO
- Monthly transportation allowance
If this sounds like the opportunity you have been seeking please forward a cover letter with your resume, by email, to: human.resources@trioncology.org Please include your salary expectations in your cover letter. Please quote requisition number 19-18 in the subject line when applying.

We thank all candidates for their interest; only those selected for an interview will be contacted.